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The capability to store light for extended periods of time enables optical cavities to act as
narrow-band optical filters, whose linewidth corresponds to the cavity’s inverse energy stor-
age time. Here, we report on nonlinear filtering of an optical pulse train based on temporal
dissipative Kerr solitons in microresonators. Our experimental results in combination with
analytical and numerical modelling show that soliton dynamics enables storing information
about the system’s physical state longer than the cavity’s energy storage time, thereby giv-
ing rise to a filter width that can be more than an order of magnitude below the cavity’s
intrinsic linewidth. Such nonlinear optical filtering can find immediate applications in optical
metrology, low-timing jitter ultra-short optical pulse generation and potentially opens new
avenues for microwave photonics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cavities are omnipresent in optics. For instance, lasers
rely on the feedback by their cavity1 or can be stabilized
to a cavity2. Ultra-stable resonators have enabled sub-
Hz linewidth lasers and represent the fly-wheels for op-
tical atomic clocks3. In particular, filter cavities have
been used to reduce the timing jitter of pulsed laser
sources and optical signals, which is of high impor-
tance to microwave (MW) photonics and optical preci-
sion metrology4,5. One of the key characteristics of op-
tical cavities is their linewidth κ and the related cav-
ity decay time 1/κ. Any dynamics faster than 1/κ (i.e.
Fourier-frequencies in excess of κ) are suppressed via the
linear superposition and temporal averaging of the light
fields inside the cavity. Beyond linear optics, the strong
light intensity in optical enhancement cavities has en-
abled efficient nonlinear optical frequency conversion and
the advent of high-Q dielectric optical microresonators6
has given rise to several new areas of research in nonlinear
optics. One of these areas of research, which has gained
a lot of attention over the last years, is the one of tempo-
ral dissipative Kerr solitons (DKS) in microresonators7
that are coherently driven by a continuous wave (CW)
laser or by synchronous optical pulse trains8. DKS are
pulses of light, which retain their shape while propagat-
ing in the cavity as long as the driving laser is present,
owing to a balance between dispersion and the focus-
ing part of the nonlinearity as well as between the op-
tical losses and nonlinear gain9. Since their first exper-
imental observation in long, fiber-based cavities10 and
crystalline microresonators7 as well as microresonators of
other types11,12, DKS have proven to be a breakthrough
in particular for the field of microresonator-based Kerr
frequency combs13–16. Important for experimental sys-
tems, DKS have demonstrated to be stable and robust
against small changes of their environment and to toler-
ate perturbations of the ideal system17,18. It is moreover
expected that DKS benefit from being generated inside
a cavity, which filters noise that may be present in the
driving laser. Interestingly, and so far unexplained, it has
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Figure 1. Nonlinear filtering of an optical pulse train.
a The Fabry-Prot filter reduces the timing jitter of the pulse
train. b Photograph of a fiber-based Fabry-Prot microres-
onator as it was used in this work. The highly reflective di-
electric mirror appears pink. Sketched into the image is a
dissipative Kerr soliton (DKS) circulating inside the cavity
on top of a driving pulse with a round-trip time of 1/frep. c
Linear (L) and nonlinear (NL) filtering effects in the frequency
domain. The linear filtering effect is given by the Lorentzian
lineshape and the linewidth of the cavity (grey). The nonlin-
ear filtering effectively provides a substantially narrower filter
(purple).
been observed in a weakly phase-modulated CW-driven
microresonator19 that DKS can lead to a reduction of
microwave modulation phase noise at noise frequencies
below κ. In addition, sub-linewidth suppression of ampli-
tude noise was observed for a synchronously-driven DKS
in free-space enhancement cavities20.
In this work, we generate DKS in fiber-based Fabry-
Prot microresonators (Fig. 1b) via synchronous pulsed
driving. Such pulsed driving has enabled unprecedent-
edly high conversion efficiency, deterministic operation
and, importantly, all-optical stabilization of the DKS via
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slow synchronization to the driving pulses with metrolog-
ical precision21. A major open question, however, is how
timing jitter in the input pulse train translates into DKS
timing jitter (Fig. 1a). Here, besides the expected linear
cavity filtering effect, we find that DKS lead to an ad-
ditional drastic reduction of timing fluctuations already
well within the cavity’s bandwidth κ. Despite the differ-
ences in the investigated DKS systems, phenomenologi-
cally this observation is similar to the observations men-
tioned above19,20, suggesting a similar physical origin. In
order to explain the observations, we show analytically,
based on soliton physics, that DKS give rise to nonlin-
ear optical filtering equivalent to an intrinsic second filter
cavity with an effective linewidth κNL  κ (Fig. 1c).
Combining both, linear and nonlinear filtering, into
a single model, we are able to understand the experi-
mentally obtained data and explain the observed filter
characteristics. Moreover, numerical simulations confirm
the model and allow us to relate different measured κNL
and features in the optical spectra to the relative tempo-
ral position of the DKS with respect to the intracavity
driving pulse. As such, we establish a novel connection
between the nonlinear optical physics of DKS and the use
of cavities as optical filters.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For the experiments we use a fiber-based, anomalous-
dispersion Fabry-Prot microresonator (Fig. 1b)8 with a
linewidth of κ/2pi ≈ 7 MHz and a free-spectral range
(FSR) of 9.8 GHz. This microresonator is synchronously-
driven by an input pulse train whose pulse repetition
rate frep is approximately matched to the cavity’s FSR
such that a DKS is generated when the laser is tuned
into resonance8. Experimentally, a small repetition rate
mismatch ∆ = frep − FSR is usually present and, in
particular, dependent on the pump power and the laser
detuning δ as different intracavity power levels thermally
induce a change of the FSR.
The driving pulse train is synthesized via electro-optic
modulation from a continuous wave laser22. To this end,
the CW external-cavity diode laser (ECDL) is fed into
a cascade of one electro-optic amplitude modulator and
two electro-optic phase modulators (Fig.2a), driven by
the same MW source, with suitable phase delays. A
chirped fiber Bragg grating and a spool of single-mode
fiber are used for pulse compression. Before coupling the
light to the cavity, the pulse train is amplified to an av-
erage power of around 100 to 500 mW using an erbium-
doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). Using the Fabry-Prot mi-
croresonator in transmission allows us to readily measure
the intra-cavity field, rejecting light-components that are
not coupled to the cavity (corresponding to a drop port in
ring-type microresonators23). After the cavity the signal
is split and in one part detected with an optical spectrum
analyzer; the other part is amplified with a second EDFA
(not shown in Fig. 2a), detected on a fast photodetector
and further amplified in the MW domain.
In our experiment, we aim at characterizing the re-
sponse of the DKS to timing jitter in the input pulse
train. In order to avoid contamination from noise sources
in the experiment we measure the response in a coherent
manner. An artificial timing modulation is introduced in
the input pulse train and the response of the out-coupled
pulse train is measured. As the timing modulation in
the optical domain is identical to a phase modulation
in the MW domain, we practically generate the timing
modulation by imprinting a phase modulation onto the
MW signal driving the electro-optic modulators. This
phase modulation (PM) is accomplished via a MW Mach-
Zehnder interferometer where the second arm is strongly
attenuated and in quadrature with the first arm. A mixer
in the second arm is used to electrically vary its trans-
mission and thereby to modulate the phase of the MW
signal after the interferometer. The mixer’s modulation
input is connected to the output of a network analyzer
(NA). The input of the NA is connected to the demodu-
lated MW pulse repetition rate signal after the cavity. As
slow thermal drifts in the optical setup impact the phase
of the microwave signal after the photodetector, the de-
modulation is accomplished via a second reference MW
synthesizer that is slowly phase-locked to the detected
and amplified MW signal.
In order to derive the modulation response Zmeas(Ω) at
modulation frequency Ω from the NA data, the raw traces
are normalized by a reference trace taken with the same
optical and MW paths but without the optical cavity
and with a matching photo-current on the photodetector.
In addition, because the internal amplitude referencing
of the NA is not meaningful in our measurements, we
normalize the measured response functions to 0 dB at
the near-DC end of the measurement.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In a first step we characterize the linear filtering char-
acteristics of the cavity when the input pulses are at
low optical power, such that no nonlinear effects are ob-
served. Using the transmitted power as an error signal,
the pulsed driving laser is locked at different detunings.
Here, we define the detuning δ = ω0−ωp as the difference
between the central spectral frequency component ωp of
the driving pulses and the closest resonance frequency ω0
of the cavity.
The simplest case is the one of zero detuning, δ = 0,
where the expected measured modulation response ZLmeas
is a Lorentzian-shaped filter with a cut-off frequency
given by the linewidth κ as shown in Fig. 2b. This is
also what we observe experimentally for δ ≈ 0 (dark blue
trace in Fig. 2c). For larger detunings, ZLmeas does not ex-
hibit the simple Lorentzian lineshape anymore (Fig. 2c,
green and golden traces). Instead, the modulation re-
sponse shows a peak at around the detuning frequency
caused by different effects, which can be accurately de-
scribed by an analytic model (dashed-dotted line) as we
show below.
In a second step, we repeat the previous measurements
in the nonlinear optical regime when a single DKS pulse
is present in the cavity (Fig. 2d).
Once created, the DKS pulse is stable over a certain
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Figure 2. Nonlinear filter characterization. a Setup used to characterize the linear and nonlinear filtering effects. AM:
electro-optic amplitude modulator; Att: RF attenuator; CFBG: chirped fiber Bragg grating; ECDL: external-cavity diode
laser; EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier; Microresonator: fiber-based Fabry-Prot microresonator; NA: network analyzer;
OSA: optical spectrum analyzer; PD: photodetector; PLL: phase-locked loop controller; PM: electro-optic phase modulator;
RF: MW synthesizer. b Lorentzian lineshape on a linear scale and on a double-logarithmic scale. c Phase modulation (PM)
response of the cavity in the linear regime for three different laser detunings. The traces are measured with the NA and are then
normalized. The dashed-dotted line is the fitted full linear model ZLmod(Ω). The dotted and dashed lines show the individual
contributions of ZLPM and Z
L
XM respectively as explained in the text. d Nonlinear filter response with a DKS state present
in the cavity for three different detunings (blue, green, red). Purple lines represent the respective best fit of ZNL to the low
frequency part of the modulation response. The resulting values of κNL are given in g. e Optical spectra of the input (grey) and
the output after the microresonator in a DKS state (purple). f Envelope of the DKS spectrum around the input spectrum for
different detunings corresponding to d. g Fitted values for κNL for different detunings. The x-axis is not a quantified detuning
but represents different measurements for different driving laser positions as defined by a change in the laser lock point. This
monotonically changes the detuning. Colors represent the same detunings as in d and f.
range of pump power levels, laser detunings δ and repeti-
tion rate mismatches ∆8. In order to create reproducible
experimental conditions, we adjust the repetition rate
frep such that the DKS spectrum is as symmetric as pos-
sible for a medium pump laser detuning δ.
Markedly different from the linear optical case, we see a
substantial suppression at frequencies well below the cav-
ity’s linear linewidth κ (golden-colored marks in Fig. 2c,
d). This suppression can reach values of more than 10 dB
for frequencies ten times lower than κ. The strength and
the frequency onset of this suppression depend on the de-
tuning δ as shown exemplary for three cases (red, green,
blue) in Figure 2d.
Similar to the linear case we also see a local enhance-
ment of the modulation response for values around the
detuning, albeit significantly weaker than in the linear
case and with a double-peak structure, which is only re-
solved for certain detunings.
Simultaneously to measuring the transfer of the tim-
ing modulation, we record the intracavity optical spec-
tra at the output port. In the central portion of these
spectra, where the DKS and the input pulse spectrum
overlap (purple and grey in Fig. 2e respectively), we ob-
serve a striking correlation between the spectrum and
the strength of the nonlinear filtering. This is shown in
Figure 2f where the same colors in panels d and f corre-
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spond to the same DKS state with the same detuning.
For the lowest frequency filtering onset (green color), the
envelope of the central portion of the spectrum is almost
flat whereas it is tilted towards longer or shorter wave-
lengths otherwise. Experimentally, the soliton state can
be adiabatically moved between those states by chang-
ing the detuning or by slight changes of the input pulse
repetition rate. We note that a perfectly flat central part
of the spectral envelope is typically not observed and a
switching behavior between long and short wavelength
tilt (and vice versa) is commonly the case.
IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL
To understand the observations and the physics of our
system, we develop an analytical model starting out from
the linear case and later extending it to the nonlinear case
with DKS.
For a linear optical cavity the standard quantum
Langevin approach24 can be used to derive the timing
jitter or microwave phase modulation transfer
ZLPM(Ω, δ) =
κ2
(
4Ω2 + 8δ2 + κ2
)
+ 16δ4
(4Ω2 + 4δ2 + κ2)
2 − 64Ω2δ2 (1)
which is equivalent to the absolute optical phase modula-
tion transfer of a single optical line. For completeness we
note that the non-zero group-velocity dispersion (GVD)
of the cavity and a small potential mismatch between
the cavity’s FSR and the driving pulse repetition rate
frep implies that the detuning δ between cavity modes
and driving laser lines is sightly dependent on their dis-
tance from the central modes ωp and ω0, respectively.
However, in our model we neglect this fact.
The characteristic form of ZLPM for δ = 1.7κ is shown
in Fig. 3b, left. It might seem counterintuitive that ZLPM
exceeds 0 dB for Ω ≈ δ but this can be understood by
realizing that for a detuned, off-resonant line its modu-
lation sideband can be resonant and gain relative power.
In an ideal experimental system timing modulation or
phase modulation (PM) of the input pulse train will not
translate into amplitude modulation (AM) in the intra-
caviy pulse. Indeed the optical frequency components of
the input pulse train will breath symmetrically around
the pulse’s center frequency such that a resulting intra-
cavity amplitude modulation in a single sideband with
relative mode index +µ (with regard to the central mode)
will be compensated by the amplitude change in the side-
band with mode index −µ. However, in the case of in-
evitable imperfections such as a mismatch between the
driving pulse repetition rate frep and the cavity’s FSR
(Fig. 3a), non-zero higher order dispersion and asymmet-
ric driving spectra, even a pure timing modulation will
result in some amplitude modulation. Moreover, AM-
to-PM conversion caused by chirped driving pulses as
well as AM-to-PM conversion in the photodetector and
in the MW mixers can add an additional component to
the measured signal. While it is difficult to quantitatively
capture all these nonideal effects, their functional shape
is distinctively different from ZLPM and described by the
PM-to-AM transfer of a single optical line (again derived
using the standard quantum Langevin approach)
ZLXM(Ω, δ) =
1024 ·D21κ2Ω2δ2
(4δ2 + κ2)2 · ((4Ω2 + 4δ2 + κ2)2 − (8Ωδ)2)
(2)
where D1 = 2pi · FSR. The characteristic form of ZLXM
is shown in Fig. 3b, middle, again for δ = 1.7κ. Based
on equations 1 and 2, we build a model that does not
only include the ideal timing fluctuation transfer charac-
teristics represented by ZLPM but in addition a nonideal
component with the functional form of ZLXM:
ZLmod(Ω, δ) = Z
L
PM(Ω, δ) + αZ
L
XM(Ω, δ) (3)
where α is an empirical positive and unit-free param-
eter describing the effects resulting from experimental
imperfections as discussed above.
Taking α and δ as the only free fitting parameters
(κ/2pi = 7.0 MHz, D1/2pi = 9.8 GHz), we can model the
measured trace ZLmeas (Fig. 2c, golden trace) very well
for α = 3.2 · 10−4 and δ = 1.7κ (dashed-dotted trace).
Based on this model, we can also plot the ideal modula-
tion response ZLPM (dotted grey line in Fig. 2c).
In order to extend the model to the nonlinear case,
we first focus on the most striking feature in the nonlin-
ear response, the suppression of modulations below the
linear linewidth κ. This is surprising as, given the ultra-
fast nature of the Kerr-nonlinear effects, the cavity decay
time 1/κ can be assumed to be the slowest relevant time
scale. On the other hand, it is known that DKS can ex-
hibit slow dynamics resulting from weak soliton-soliton
interaction25, interaction with a chirped background26 or
from interaction with a driving pulse8,27,28.
Recent studies have shown that while in a stable equi-
librium the DKS is bound to the driving pulse, it may
drift with a certain relative velocity v relative to the driv-
ing pulse if the system is perturbed27,28 (Fig. 3c):
v =
dx
dt
= a(S, δ)
dS
dx
+ d (4)
where t denotes time, x(t) is the relative position of the
soliton with regard to its bound equilibrium position on
the driving pulse, a is a coefficient that depends on the
detuning δ and the local envelope of the driving field S,
and d is the drift coefficient due to the mismatch between
the driving pulse repetition rate and the intrinsic repeti-
tion rate of the soliton state. The computation of a can
be performed numerically27.
Here we assume that the disturbances of the bound
state due to the induced modulations or other pertur-
bations are small such that the response of the system
can be expanded and that it will be dominated by the
linear part with coefficient A = − dvdx |x=0, where for a
stable equilibrium A > 0. The phase modulation intro-
duced in our experiment is equivalent to a small timing
modulation of the driving pulses, which we can describe
as a harmonic perturbation of the driving pulse position
p(t) = εeiΩt, where Ω and ε are the frequency and am-
plitude of the perturbation. The dynamics of the soliton
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green in Fig. 2d). Dashed lines represent the individual contributions as shown in d. Grey dashed is the pure linear response
function. f Phase modulation response function derived from numerical simulations (grey) and fitted model (blue). Dashed
purple is again the ideal soliton PM response.
are then described by the following differential equation
dx
dt
= −A(x(t)− εeiΩt) (5)
which corresponds to a Lorentzian low-pass filter
ZNL(Ω) =
A2
Ω2 +A2
(6)
with a cut-off frequency of κNL = 2A. This explains
the observed nonlinear filter characteristics and shows
that effectively, the nonlinear filtering can be interpreted
as an equivalent additional dispersion-free, zero-detuned
linear cavity filter with linewidth κNL < κ. The cut-off
frequency is determined by the parameter A that depends
on the laser detuning δ, the repetition rate mismatch and
the derivative of the driving pulse profile dSdx
27,28.
One interpretation of this narrower filter bandwidth is,
that effectively the nonlinear optical DKS dynamics can
store information about the system’s physical state much
longer than the intrinsic cavity decay time 1/κ thereby
enabling a filter bandwidth significantly below κ.
The purple dashed lines in Figure 2d represent the best
fits of the Lorentzian filter behavior ZNL for low frequen-
cies where linear cavity filtering effects of ZLPM and Z
L
AM
are negligible. As expected from eq. 4, κNL is detuning
dependent (Fig. 2d), where a change in the detuning also
impacts the repetition rate mismatch ∆ and thereby the
drift coefficient d. For a fixed pulse repetition rate frep,
the lowest value of κNL, measured while changing the de-
tuning, is more than 20 times below the cavity linewidth
κ. This minimum corresponds to the green traces in Fig-
ure 2d and f and in particular to the case where the
envelope of the central portion of the spectrum is close
to horizontal.
In order to describe the full measured nonlinear trace
also for higher modulation frequencies Ω, we extend our
model for the linear case (eq. 3) to take into account the
DKS with the effects described above as well as the driv-
ing pulses as summarized in Figure 3d. First, we need
to differentiate between the contribution of the resid-
ual driving pulses and the contribution of the DKS. Be-
cause of the large difference in intensity, the two parts
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experience different effective detunings δC and δS respec-
tively. Here, our nomenclature adopts the convention es-
tablished for CW driven DKS, where the different Kerr-
shifts lead to distinctly detuned CW C and soliton S
resonances29.
For the fraction C of the transmitted input light, we
use the linear model developed above. For the soli-
ton fraction S we combine the nonlinear model and the
linear model by multiplying ZLPM with Z
NL to obtain
the full nonlinear PM response function ZNLPM(Ω, δS) =
ZNL(Ω)ZLPM(Ω, δS) as shown in Fig.3b, right. As for the
linear case (eq. 2), the response resulting from imperfec-
tions is given as α · ZLXM. Combining the linear with the
nonlinear part the full model reads:
ZNLmod(Ω, δS , δC) = S ·
(
ZNLPM(Ω, δS) + αZ
L
XM(Ω, δS)
)
+C · (ZLPM(Ω, δC) + αZLXM(Ω, δC)) (7)
where S and C = 1 − S are the relative contribu-
tions of the soliton and non-soliton fractions. Figure 3e
shows a fit of this nonlinear modulation transfer model
(green) to the experimental trace (grey) where the fol-
lowing fit parameters were found: δC/2pi = 20.5 MHz,
δS/2pi = 30.0 MHz, κNL/2pi = 280 kHz, α = 2.8 · 10−5
and S = 0.978. Despite the simple assumptions the
model for ZNLmod shows very good agreement with the ex-
perimental data, suggesting that it captures the essential
underlying physics. The model therefore allows estimat-
ing the nonlinear filter characteristics for an ideal DKS
based filter by making α → 0 and therefore rejecting ef-
fects related to imperfections as discussed above. The
resulting trace is shown in Figure 3e in blue. Comparing
this trace to the ideal linear filter characteristics (C = 1
and α = 0, dashed grey line) the strong modulation sup-
pression by the DKS of several orders of magnitude is
apparent in particular at low offset frequencies, where
most oscillators are inherently noisy. In addition, we can
set S = 1 and C = 0 corresponding to a photodetection
of only the soliton component (e.g. by perfectly sup-
pressing the driving portion of the spectrum), resulting
in even stronger timing modulation suppression (purple).
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In order to further support our experimental and an-
alytical results we perform numerical simulations that
are based on the coupled mode model for synchronously
driven microresonators8,30,31, with parameters close to
those in the experiment. The experiment, whose results
are shown in Figure 2d, is repeated numerically by cre-
ating a DKS state and injecting an artificial timing mod-
ulation. Numerical demodulation leads to the modula-
tion response shown in Fig. 3f. All characteristic fea-
tures of the experiment are reproduced on a qualitative
level demonstrating that also the numerical simulation
captures the relevant physics. As the numerical simu-
lation implements an idealized experiment there is good
agreement of the simulated modulation response and the
idealized model ZNLmod with α = 0 (Fig. 3f, blue trace).
The purple trace in Figure 3f shows ZNLmod with α = 0
and C = 0.
Numerically, creating a number of different soliton
states, we find that the tilt of the spectral envelope as
observed in Figure 2f is also reproduced in the simula-
tions. Closer inspection shows that this tilt is directly
related to the relative temporal position of the DKS with
regard to the intracavity driving pulse. As shown in Fig-
ure 4, a perfectly flat spectral envelope (green trace in
Fig. 4a and b) corresponds to the DKS being symmet-
rically centered on the underlying driving pulse (Fig.4c,
driving pulse in blue, DKS in purple), tilted spectral en-
velopes are observed for off-centered DKS (red and blue
traces), where the tilt increases for larger asymmetries.
This, together with the insights from Fig. 2f and g, in-
dicates a link between a more centered DKS position on
the driving pulse and lower values of κNL.
In order to better understand the effects of repetition
rate mismatch, detuning as well as pump power on the
DKS position and κNL, we perform numerical simulations
wherein each parameter is swept and studied separately
free of thermally induced cross-coupling.
As shown in Figure 4d the DKS position can be tuned
continuously via the repetition rate mismatch ∆ across
both sides of the driving pulse. Figure 4e confirms that
more centered soliton positions are indeed linked to a
lower κNL. Also, the detuning δ impacts the DKS posi-
tion as shown in Figure 4f, where larger detunings (closer
to the ‘edge’ of the soliton step), result in more centered
DKS. Finally, Figure 4g shows the dependence of the
DKS position on the pump power, where a lower pump
power leads to a more centered DKS position.
However, while perfectly centered DKS can be gener-
ated numerically, these states are found to be long-term
stable only for low pump power levels and otherwise will
assume a slightly off-center position (unless additional
chirp is present in the driving pulses). This is in agree-
ment with the experimentally observed switching behav-
ior mentioned above and also consistent with previous
analysis by Hendry et al.28 where for higher pump power,
two symmetric stable off-center positions are identified.
Which of those symmetric position is assumed is related
to temporal symmetry breaking27,32,33 and may be influ-
enced via the repetition rate mismatch.
We conclude that a position of the DKS close to the
center of the driving pulse results in lower values for κNL
and that the DKS position itself depends on the combina-
tion of all pump parameters. For instance, in case of high
pump power or small detuning a non-zero repetition rate
mismatch may be used to obtain a more centered DKS
position. An example for this are the results shown in
Figure 2g, where the lowest κNL is obtained for a medium
detuning for which the effective repetition rate mismatch
∆ is optimal. In the same measurement, the increase of
κNL for smaller (larger) detunings can be attributed to a
thermally induced decreasing (increasing) mismatch ∆,
departing from the optimal condition.
VI. APPLICATION
It has been shown before that solitons driven by con-
tinuous wave pump lasers12,34,35 can have very low phase
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noise at larger offset frequencies and, moreover, can
be disciplined to a MW reference via weakly phase-
modulated CW lasers without losing this purity19. Here
we show that using nonlinear filtering we can achieve cor-
responding phase noise reductions for a pulse train.
In this measurement, a compact, low-cost microwave
synthesizer is used to drive the electro-optic modulators
that generate the pulse train. No additional timing mod-
ulation is injected and instead we measure directly the
absolute phase noise of the pulse train before and after
the cavity using a commercial, high-performance signal
analyzer with cross-correlation function. We detect the
entire output spectrum and do not compensate for any
of the nonideal contributions discussed above (therefore
S < 1 and α > 0). The measured phase noise after the
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spectrum (both in green). d Time domain intracavity field
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Dependence of κNL on the detuning. As in Fig. 2g, the de-
tuning is not quantified but simply represents different driving
laser detuning steps as fixed by different laser lock points.
microresonator and the DKS (purple trace in Fig. 5a)
shows a clear suppression with a maximum of 15 dB at
around 3 MHz compared to the input trace (blue), im-
plying that the DKS acts as an effective clean-up oscilla-
tor. In order to quantify the nonlinear filtering behavior
we fit ZNL to the lower offset frequencies. For the data
in Figure 5a we obtain a nonlinear linewidth κNL/2pi of
750 kHz, 9× below the measured linear linewidth κ/2pi
of the resonator.
Similarly to our previous measurement (Fig. 2g) and
our numerical simulations, we find again a detuning
dependence of κNL with a minimum of approximately
400 kHz (Fig.5b.)
We note that the decrease in phase noise suppression
for higher offset frequencies (around 17 MHz in Fig. 5a)
is related to the detuning and the different nonideal ef-
fects discussed above. The filter effect could be further
increased by amplifying and detecting only light at wave-
lengths outside the input pulses’ spectral coverage, which
in equation 7 is equivalent to S ≈ 1 as transmitted resid-
ual input light is rejected.
VII. CONCLUSION
In summary, we present a nonlinear optical filter based
on dissipative Kerr soliton dynamics in a nonlinear op-
tical microresonator, which reduces the timing jitter of
an optical input pulse train. We show that the tun-
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able bandwidth of the filter can be more than one or-
der of magnitude lower than the cavity’s intrinsic optical
linewidth. In an example application we demonstrate
that the soliton can act as a clean-up oscillator, leading
to a phase noise, or equivalently timing jitter, reduction
of an electro-optically generated pulse train, where the
suppression can reach 15 dB for some offset frequencies.
These surprising effects are accurately described by an
analytic model of the soliton dynamics and are funda-
mentally related to the solitons capability of storing infor-
mation about the system’s physical state longer than the
cavity’s light storage time. These insights can likely also
explain previously made observations of sub-linewidth
noise suppression, where a similar underlying mechanism
might be in place. Our findings are of immediate rele-
vance to optical precision metrology, ultra-fast optical
measurements, resonant supercontinuum generation in
microresonators8,36 as well as microwave photonics in-
cluding ultra-narrowband optical filters for radar or sig-
nal processing. The fact that DKS states can preserve in-
formation longer than the cavity’s dissipation time scale
may open new avenues for fundamental research at the
interface of nonlinear optics and information theory.
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